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StopGull© designs and manufactures products to deter all types of birds from 
landing on yachts and marina facilities.

There is nothing worse than arriving at your boat to find it covered in bird 
droppings, which if left unattended can have serious effects on decks, canvas 
and aluminium mast.

StopGull© manufacures many different devices to fit all over your boat. Some 
rotate in the wind, others are static, but all are designede to frighten birds aways 
whitout harming them-and to keep them away. The devices are silent, use no 
elctrical power, and are manufactured for the marine environment. All steel parts 
are AISI 316 stainless steel.

StopGull© products are particularly efective when boats are unattended in 
marinas or at anchor.



OBSERVING IS THE BEST WAY TO LEARN



StopGull© Air employs a pair of rotating arms, approximately six 
feet in diameter, which can be mounted anywhere on a boat using 
one of eight different mounting adaptators. The device reotates in 
even a vight breeze and deters birds from landing in the vicinity. A 
larger version, StopGull Air XL is already available, with a diameter 
of neraly eight feet. 

StopGull Air is simple to install on booms, biminis and rails and 
requieres no tools. The StopGull Air simply clips on to an adaptor 
and when not needed it can be removed from its base adaptor and 
folded for storage.

The new StopGull Air XL is aimed to cover wider areas of large 
yatchs and sailboats. StopGull Air is a patented product in the USA.

STOPGULL AIR

REF/3030001 
OPEN DIAMETER 185CM / 6,06FT

STOPGULL AIR XL

REF/3030019 
OPEN DIAMETER 235CM / 7,7OFT



HANDRAIL SUPPORT 

REF/1010001

This adapter fits on any handrail 
of 22mm to 28mm (0,86inch. to 
1,14inch.) diameter. The support 
can be fitted in both horizontal 
or vertical plans. It is made from 
anodized aluminium and stainless 
steel. 



Designed to be installed on a 
Bimini arch when it’s open. The 
adaptor fits Bimini frames from 
2mm to 28 mm (0,86inch. to 
1,14inch.) diameter. The adaptor 
clams on the frame and can 
therefore be fitted at any frame 
angle to ensure the StopGull Air is 
horizontal.

OPEN BIMINI SUPPORT

REF/1010002



This mount has a suction cup which 
can be attached to any smooth 
solid surface , such as a hatch, or an 
outboard motor cover, hardtop. etc

SUCTION CUP AIR SUPPORT

REF/1010010

StopGull© is the result of observation, persistence and respect for the environment



AIR SANDBAG SUPPORT

REF/1010013

This adaptor wieghs nearly 4kg. 
(9lbs) and may be placed in any 
flat surface, like deck solarium.

BOOM & FOLDED 
BIMINI SUPPORT

REF/1010012

This is a very versatile adaptor which 
can be strapped to a sailboat boom, 
whithout sails or sail covers, or to a 
Bimini when the Bimini is folded. It 
has three straps of one meter long, 
with safety buckles to be tensed.



BOOM & FOLDED 
BIMINI SUPPORT

REF/1010012



This mount kit will fit all types of inflatable or solid 
dinghies. It is made from nautical acrylic fabric and has 
four guy ropes and hooks to fit the external bumper 
profile of the boat. It has a telescopic mast on which the 
StopGull Air is mounted.

INFLATABLE BOATS SUPPORT

REF/1010003

Our Anti-gull system StopGull© has been patented and recognized internationally



The StopGull S27 is a single rotating device which birds 
cannot perch on because it will rotate and not allow them 
to land. It has a self-adhesive surface any may be placed 
on any flat area, like navigation lights and also marina 
lights. 

STOPGULL S27

REF/2020001



The StopGull Bimini Sailboat, is aimed to the biminis of 
the sailboats when the ropes and another elements, don’t 
allow to install the StopGull Air device. 

This is a 95cm (37inch) long strip of nautical acrylic 
canvas incorporating StopGull S27 rotating devices at 7 
cm (2,75inch) intervals. 

It can be strapped to an open bimini using the attached 
tapes and safety fasteners. It will prevent birds from 
landing on the Bimini. 

STOPGULL BIMINI SAILBOAT

REF/1010016



StopGull Topmast is designed to 

prevent birds landing on your mas head, 

where a large bird can easily break a 

wind direction vane or the windspeed 

cups. The protruding rods may be set 

in any direction and height, to avoid the 

elements of the top of mast. It comes 

with a lateral and flat base.

STOPGULL TOPMAST

REF/3030020



The StopGull Keeper is for 
installation on radomes, TV dishes 
and even lamp posts in marinas. 
The protruding rods prevent birds 
from landing. The base must be 
glued using an adhesive which is 
suitable for the material to which it 
is to be attached.

STOPGULL KEEPER

REF/3030002



Sailboat spreader, (crosstrees), 
are a favorite place for birds to 
land. It consist of a wire streched 
between the mast and theouter 
stay. It is positioned just above the 
spreaders and effectively prevents 
birds from landing anywhere 
along the spar. The kit contains 
all necessary items to mount the 
wire, including pop-rivets and 
swivels. A Short length of bungee 
cord keeps the wire taught. 

STOPGULL SPREADERS

REF/3030021

The recognition to our work 
is what makes us continue advancing to get new challenges 

without ever losing the illusion of the first day.



This unique bird deterrent is in the form of a life-like Peregrine Falcon. It attaches 
by a nylon line on the end of a 16 or 22 foot long adjustable telescopic pole. The 
Falcon flies even in very light wind and its 63cm (25inch) wingspan actually flaps 
like a real bird. It even has transparent eyes which shine in sunlight, causing other 
birds to keep well clear. The device may be positioned anywhere where it can fly 
clear of rigging or sails.

It’s made of aeronautical fabric of high strength. The StopGull Falcon device is 
presented with a telescopic pole of 5 or 7mts. (16,40ft or 22,96ft) and an invisible 
nylon rope of high resistance.

REF/3030016 WITH POLE OF 5 MTS 
REF/3030015 WITH POLE OF 7 MTS 
REF/3030017 SPARE PART

STOPGULL FALCON 
FOR MEGAYACHTS AND MARINAS FACILITIES

REF/3030015



The StopGull Air Boat Vent 3 is a 
perfect way to mount your StopGull 
Air to the top of your boat cover. 
With this support, two benefits are 
obtained: To avoid gulls and coastal 
birds land on the mooring canvas 
and at the same time allows the 
ventilation inside the boat, preventing 
moisture, mildew and bad smell, 
and the condensation of cockpit 
indicators.

BOAT VENT 3 FOR STOPGULL AIR MOUNT

REF/9090002



The Boat Vent 3 venting device, adds value to covered 
boats by mooring canvas, due that it prevents the 
moisture anb mold. The Boat Vent 3 has an overhanging 
top to allow in less moisture. It has 30 teethe for a better 
grip and an argonomic reversible nut for easy installation. 
SopGull sells the Boat Vent 3 and Boat Vent 3 for 
StopGull Air within an individual blister.

BOAT VENT 3

REF/9090001

The Boat Vent 3TM devices are products of Vico Plastics Inc.



PRODUCT LIST STOPGULL AIR 
REF/3030001
STOPGULL AIR XL 
REF/3030019

STOPGULL KEEPER
REF/3030002

STOPGULL S27
REF/2020001

AIR SANDBAG SUPPORT
REF/1010013

HANDRAIL SUPPORT 
REF/1010001

BOOM & FOLDED BIMINI 
SUPPORT
REF/1010012

INFLATABLE BOATS SUPPORT
REF/1010003

OPEN BIMINI SUPPORT
REF/1010002

SUCTION CUP AIR SUPPORT
REF/1010010

BOAT VENT 3 FOR 
STOPGULL AIR MOUNT
REF/9090002

BOAT VENT 3
REF/9090001

STOPGULL SPREADER
REF/3030021

BOAT VENT SUPPORT POLE
REF/9090003 - FROM 85CM TO 150CM

REF/9090004 - FROM 95CM TO 180CM

STOPGULL TOPMAST
REF/3030020

STOPGULL BIMINI SAILBOAT
REF/1010016

STOPGULL FALCON 
REF/3030017 - SPARE PART

STOPGULL FALCON 
REF/3030016 - WITH 5M POLE
REF/3030015 - WITH 7M POLE



www.stopgull.com

StopGull H.O.

Sempre Abril, S.L. - Josep Trueta, 17 - 08295 Sant Vicenç de Castellet - Barcelona - Spain

+34 93 833 09 36 
stopgull@stopgull.com

StopGull USA Llc

1365 The 12th Fairway - Wellington - Florida 33414 - USA

+1 561-8435525 
stopgullusa@stopgull.com

The StopGull products are patented by Sempre Abril, S.L. 
The StopGull devices are manufacturated with materials resistant ton the marine enviroment 
and in no case harm the birds. StopGull is a registered trademark 
Made in EU

Pictures: StopGull Texts: StopGull with the advice of Roger Hughes member of Marine Writers 
International.


